
Užupis Creative Cluster 
EXTENDING YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH CREATIVITY  



About US 
 Užupis Creative Cluster is a non-profit limited liability public entity, established in 2010. Cluster 
is operating in Information and communication technologies (ICT), creative industries, cyber 
security, research and other fields.   

 Užupis Creative Cluster MISSION - to create and implement high added value national and 
international projects, technologies and solutions in the sectors of ICT, creative industries, cyber 
security and other, which would be able to compete in international markets, combining and 
developing the potential of Lithuania.  

 Užupis Creative Cluster Vision - to become the most successful cluster in Lithuania, leader in ICT, 
creative industries and cyber security projects management in Europe.  

 Our members and partners benefits through newly created common initiatives, projects and 
other national and international partnership options. They are provided with newly obtained 
information and experience, collaboration opportunities and potential partners contacts. 
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The Cooperation 
 Užupis Creative Cluster Association was registered in 2010. However, actual cooperation among 
its members has been developing for more than 6 years prior to the legal act of registration. 
Partners consulted each other on the different matters of the creative industries. The 
consultations were based on their different experiences like labs / simulators development, 
projects development and management, businesses process management, IT and other 
activities. The start-up consisted of the six cluster members in 2010 and today it has increased 
up to 20 that participate in international fairs and exhibitions by presenting their activities and 
products.  

 Most of our members are engaged in the creative industries, information technology, research 
activities, and specialize in the different sub-sectors, such as the simulator development, 
business consulting, advertisement design, social studies, project writing, administration, etc. 

 All cluster members are proactive in the areas of innovation in their effort to develop their 
technological base and the market to deliver unique products throughout the European Union. 
To make better use of their capital investment in research and development, cluster members 
decided to create a joint simulation of complex and integrated communications network. 
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Our Members 
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Our Labs 
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Seeking for The Partnership 
 We are looking for clusters and companies to cooperate in our sectors of activity and cross-
sectoral projects, to merge interests and forces preparing international projects for EU funding. 
We would also appreciate meeting experts, clusters facilitators, and ECCP representatives to 
exchange ideas and opinions. 

  

 Please contact us 

 Marius Pareščius, President 

 +370 686 77781, marius@ucc.lt    

 Business Hive Vilnius, Savanorių ave. 178F 

 03154 Vilnius, Lithuania  
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